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Background and Growing Numbers

- Transitioning to Green, LLC launched November 2008, and Transitioning to Green Foundation, a 501C3 Foundation launched in March 2010.

- Flagship “World of Possibilities Forum” launched in 2010 with 100 people.

- Over 500 people have since completed World of Possibility Forums.

- Transitioning to Green Careers™ Certificate Program put on DOL’s Eligible Training Provider List (ETPL) and launched through Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies in June 2010.

- Six cohorts have completed the Transitioning to Green Careers Certificate program since 2010.

Positive Results

- Placement rate is 85%. 100% completion rate.

- What people say about our programs:
  
  “Thank you to TTG and all of the attendees for their hard work and ‘heart work.’ It’s so important to get inspired and then pay it forward to inspire others.” JR

  “The Forum was outstanding! There was such good energy. I left FDU yesterday feeling inspired and more hopeful.” MPB

  “The workshop opened my eyes and ears to the beginnings of a green economy and how I can participate. It re-engaged me that I do want to be on the front line of restoration, conservation, education or in simple words, ‘let’s do it and not talk about it.’” KD

  “I love the idea of getting up in the morning and being excited about what might happen that day to bring all of us one step closer to sustainable ecosystems.” KD

  “Sharing your responses this way has inspired and reminded me how essential group support and rapport is to crystallizing and realizing our goals and dreams.” BHM

  “Excellent – tremendously inspired by the professional expertise plus passion for sustainability I see in the instructors, as well as TTG.” CS